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Introduction

In March 1983 the T L Robertson Library bought a collection of books on the History of Women's Health from C C Kohler Antiquarian Booksellers in England. The acquisition involved some 500 items, valued at approximately $9,200 at the time of purchase. The collection comprised publications on various aspects of the history of women's health and birth control, as well as changing attitudes towards women's health and women's place in society. The principal strength of this purchase consisted of the coverage between the two World Wars but many 19th century and earlier publications were also well represented.

In September 1984 C C Kohler made an offer of a supplementary collection on the History of Women's Health. The second collection concentrated on the literature published in the 1960s and 1970s, complementing and adding to the earlier acquisition. The T L Robertson Library bought 110 items from the second collection for approximately $1,000. The new purchase was made possible through the generosity of thirty-two donors who recognized the library's efforts to build up a research collection on the subject.

Now comprising over 600 items, the Women's Health Collection in the T L Robertson Library is a significant and interesting resource. It deals with a variety of topics related to the subject area of women's health, as evidenced by the subject headings appearing in this catalogue.

Several classic works of medical literature are included. Among them are books by William Acton (1862), Gustave Bernutz and Ernest Goupil (1860-62), Thomas J Graham (1850), Alexander Hamilton (1813), H MacNaughton Jones (1890), S Pozzi (1892-93) and John Robertson (1851). The collection includes many first editions and early publications. The oldest book in the collection is Domestic Medicine by William Buchan, published in London in 1779.

Three of the most important writers on women's health, marriage, sex and birth control this century were Marie Stopes, Margaret Sanger and Havelock Ellis. The Women's Health Collection is especially rich in the coverage of these authors. Furthermore, a rather unique touch is added to the collection by the material originating from the personal libraries of Havelock Ellis and Francoise Lafitte-Cyon, containing books, pamphlets, letters and newspapers clippings.

This catalogue is published in the belief that interest in the Women's Health Collection is not restricted to the various teaching areas of this University but that it would have an equal appeal to scholars from other organisations and institutions who carry out research in this field.

The catalogue is in two parts. Part I is an alphabetical listing of all titles under the author, or by title for anonymous works. Part II is an alphabetical subject index based on Library of Congress subject headings. Within each subject entries are arranged by date, the most recent first.

The titles in this collection are not normally available for loan to individuals. Requests to consult any title may be made personally at the Loans Desk. Inter-Library loan requests should be addressed to the Circulation Librarian.
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MATERIALIZATION


MATERNAL HEALTH SERVICES - GREAT BRITAIN


MEDICAL CARE - GREAT BRITAIN


MEDICAL ETHICS


MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE


MEDICINE


MEDICINE AND RELIGION

MEDICINE, POPULAR


MEDICINE - POPULAR WORKS


MEDIUMS


MEN - SEXUAL BEHAVIOR


MENOPAUSE


MENSTRUAL CYCLE


MENSTRUATION CYCLE - PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS


MENSTRUATION

Physiology and the origins of the menstrual prohibitions / by M.F. Ashley-Montagu. - [S.l.]: s.n., 1940]. - P.211-220.


MENSTRUATION DISORDERS


MENSTRUATION - FOLKLORE


MERCURY - THERAPEUTIC USE


METAPHYSICS


Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author


Library's copy signed by the author


MORAL CONDITIONS


MORAL DEVELOPMENT

MORAL EDUCATION


MOTHER AND CHILD - HISTORY


MOTHER-GODDESSES


MOTHERS


Motherhood in bondage / by Margaret Sanger. - New York : Brentano's, 1928. - 446p.


MOTHERS' PENSIONS


MUSSET, ALFRED DE


MYSTICISM IN LITERATURE


MYTHOLOGY


NAPOLEON I, EMPEROR OF FRANCE


NATURAL CHILDBIRTH


NATURAL FAMILY PLANNING


NERVOUS SYSTEM - DISEASES

Nervous disorders of women : the modern psychological conception of their causes, effects, and rational

NEUROASTHENIA


NEUROSES


NIETZSCHE, FRIEDRICH WILHELM


NO


NUDISM


NURSING ETHICS


NUTRITION

The ideal food / Martinus. - Copenhagen: Martinus Institute, 1965. - 151p


OBSCENITY (LAW) - UNITED STATES


OBSTETRICIANS - BIOGRAPHY


OBSTETRICS


On the diseases of females: a treatise illustrating their symptoms, causes, varieties, and treatment, including the diseases and management of pregnancy and lying-in / by Thomas J. Graham.
ORAL CONTRACEPTIVES


ORDER OF THE GREAT COMPANIONS


ORGANIZED CRIME


PACIFISM


Library's copy contains a note to Françoise Laffitte-Cyon from the author

PAINTERS - ITALY


PAINTING, ITALIAN


PANTHEISM

Dawn thought on the reconciliation: a volume of pantheistic impressions and glimpses of larger religion / by J.
Library's copy contains a note from the author to Havelock Ellis

Library's copy signed by Havelock Ellis

PARAPSYCHOLOGY AND COLOR


PARENTHOOD


PASTORAL MEDICINE - CATHOLIC CHURCH


PATENT MEDICINES


PARIOTISM - UNITED STATES


PEACE


PERSONAL INJURIES - CASES

Trauma and compensation in obstetric and gynaecological cases / by Douglas Marshall Lindsay. - Edinburgh: William Hodge, 1928. - 172p

PESSARIES


PHALLICISM - HISTORY


PHILOSOPHICAL ANTHROPOLOGY

Library's copy signed by the author

PHILOSOPHIE DU BOVARYSME

PHILOSOPHY

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author.

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author.


PHILOSOPHY, MODERN - 20TH CENTURY

Library's copy signed by the author.

PHILOSOPHY OF NATURE

Library's copy signed by the author.

PHILOSOPHY, RUSSIAN


PHYSICAL FITNESS


PHYSICIAN AND PATIENT


PHYSIOLOGY


POETRY

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author.

POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY


POLITICAL SCIENCE


POLITICAL SCIENCE - HISTORY

POPULAR CULTURE


POPULATION


PORNOGRAPHY - UNITED STATES


PRAYER


PRAYER-BOOKS


PREGNANCY


The wife's guide [and/] Friend : being plain and practical advice to women on the management of themselves during pregnancy and confinement, and on other matters of importance that should be known by every wife and mother / by Stewart Warren. - 16th ed. - London : Viumule & Co, 1904. - 128p.


PREGNANCY IN MIDDLE AGE


PREGNANCY - ISRAEL


PREMARITAL SEX


PROSTITUTION


PROSTITUTION - ENGLAND - HISTORY - 19TH CENTURY


PROSTITUTION - FRANCE - HISTORY - 19TH CENTURY


PROSTITUTION - GREAT BRITAIN

PSYCHOANALYSIS


PSYCHOLOGICAL FICTION

Library's copy signed by the author

PSYCHOLOGY


PSYCHOLOGY, APPLIED


PSYCHOLOGY, PATHOLOGICAL


PSYCHOLOGY, PHYSIOLOGICAL


PUBERTY

Evolution des troubles de l'intelligence et du caractere a la puberte / (Suzanne Leconte-


PUBLIC HEALTH


PUBLIC HEALTH - GREAT BRITAIN


RADICALISM


REALITY

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author

REJUVENATION


RELIGION

Library's copy contains a note to Francoise Laffitte-Cyon from the author
RELIGION - PHILOSOPHY


RELIGIONS


REPRESENTATIVE GOVERNMENT AND REPRESENTATION - GREAT BRITAIN


REPRODUCTION


REVOLUTIONS


RODIN, AUGUSTE


ROUSSEAU, JEAN JACQUES


SAND, GEORGE


SANGER, MARGARET

My fight for birth control / by

SCIENCE

Library's copy signed by Havelock Ellis

SCOTLAND - BIOGRAPHY


SCOTLAND - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL


SECTS

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author

SEX


Library's copy contains a note to Francoise Lafitte-Cyon from the author.


The sex factor in marriage : a book for those who are or are about to be married / by Helena Wright. - London : Noel Douglas Ltd., 1933. - 100p.


Sex life and sex ethics / by Rene Guyon. - London : John Lane the Bodley Head, 1933. - 386p.


SEX AND LAW

Birth control in Jewish law: marital relations, contraception, and abortion as set forth in the classic texts of Jewish law / by David M. Feldman. -


SEX AND RELIGION


Sex mythology: including an account of the masculine cross. - London: [s.n.], 1898. - 64p.

SEX - ANECDOTES, FACETIAE, SATIRE, ETC.


SEX (BIOLOGY)


SEX - CAUSE AND DETERMINATION


SEX COUNSELING


SEX CUSTOMS


SEX CUSTOMS - SCANDINAVIA


SEX CUSTOMS - SWEDEN


SEX CUSTOMS - UNITED STATES


SEX - DICTIONARIES


SEX DISCRIMINATION AGAINST WOMEN - UNITED STATES - HISTORY


SEX - ETHICS


SEX IN LITERATURE


SEX IN MARRIAGE


SEX INSTRUCTION


SEX INSTRUCTION - ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA


SEX INSTRUCTION FOR CHILDREN


SEX INSTRUCTION FOR WOMEN


SEX INSTRUCTION FOR YOUTH


SEX INSTRUCTION - GREAT BRITAIN


SEX INSTRUCTION - UNITED STATES


SEX (PSYCHOLOGY)


SEX - RELIGIOUS ASPECTS


Sex and morality : a report to the British Council of Churches, October


SEX ROLE


SEXISM IN MEDICINE - UNITED STATES


SEXUAL BEHAVIOR IN ANIMALS


SEXUAL DEVIATION


SEXUAL DISORDERS


SEXUAL ETHICS


Sex ethics : the principles and practice of contraception, abortion and sterilization / by John

The sex factor in marriage : a book for those who are or are about to be married / by Helena Wright. - London : Noel Douglas Ltd., 1933. - 100p.

Sex life and sex ethics / by Rene Guyon. - London : John Lane the Bodley Head, 1933. - 386p.


The book of nature : a full and explicit explanation of all that can or ought to be known by man and woman... / by Thos. Faulkner. - Chicago : J.McDuff & Co, [1930]. - 217p.


Library's copy contains an inscription to Dr. Marie Stopes from the author


Love's coming of age : a series of papers on the relations of the sexes / by Edward Carpenter. - 7th ed. -


SEXUAL INSTINCT


Contents: v.1. Sexual inversion - v.2. The evolution of modesty, The
phenomena of sexual periodicity, Auto-eroticism

SEXUAL INTERCOURSE


SHAKESPEARE, WILLIAM

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author


SHEPPARD, H.R.L

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author

SICK - LEGAL STATUS, LAWS, ETC. - GREAT BRITAIN


SINGLE WOMEN


SINGLE WOMEN - SEXUAL BEHAVIOR


SLEEP


SOCIAL CONDITIONS


SOCIAL CONTROL


SOCIAL EVOLUTION - HISTORY


SOCIAL POLICY


SOCIAL PROBLEMS

SOCIETY FOR CONSTRUCTIVE BIRTH CONTROL AND RACIAL PROGRESS


SOCIOLOGY


SOVIET UNION - HISTORY - REVOLUTION, 1917-1921 - PERSONAL NARRATIVES


SOVIET UNION - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - 1936-1953


SOVIET UNION - SOCIAL CONDITIONS - 1917-


SPAIN - SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS

Library's copy signed by Havelock Ellis.

SPERMATOZOA


SPIRITUAL LIFE


SPIRITUALISM


Library's copy contains a note from the author.

Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author.

STERILIZATION, EUGENIC


SUPERNATURAL


SURGERY, UNNECESSARY - UNITED STATES

SWASTIKA


SYPHILIS


SYPHILIS - INOCULATION


TALES, WELSH


THERAPEUTICS, PHYSIOLOGICAL


THOUGHT-TRANSFERENCE


TOLSTOY, LEO


TREE WORSHIP


Library's copy contains a note to Francoise Lafitte-Cyon from the author

TREES - MYTHOLOGY


Library's copy contains a note to Francoise Lafitte-Cyon from the author

TRUTH


Library's copy contains a note to Havelock Ellis from the author

UNITED STATES - CIVILIZATION


Library's copy signed by Havelock Ellis

UNITED STATES - MORAL CONDITIONS

UNITED STATES - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


UNITED STATES - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT - 1869-1877


UNITED STATES - SOCIAL LIFE AND CUSTOMS - ANECDOTES, FACETIAE, SATIRE, ETC.


UTERUS - SURGERY


UTOPIAS


VENEREAL DISEASE


VENEREAL DISEASES


VENERAL DISEASES - PREVENTION


Prevention of venereal disease / being the report of and the evidence taken by the Special Committee on Venereal Disease. - London : Williams and Norgate, 1921. - 236p.

VERLAINE, PAUL MARIE


VIVIEN, RENFE

Renee Vivien / Andre Germain. - Paris : Georges Cres & Cie, 1917. - 190p. Text in French Library's copy signed by Havelock Ellis

WAR


WELSH PROSE LITERATURE


WHITMAN, WALT


WILDEBLOOD, PETER

Against the law / Peter Wildeblood. - London : Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1955. - 189p. Library's copy contains a note to Francoise Delisle from the author and has two letters inserted

WITCHCRAFT


WOMAN


WOMAN (CHRISTIAN THEOLOGY)


WOMAN - QUOTATIONS, MAXIMS, ETC.


WOMAN - SOCIAL AND MORAL QUESTIONS

WOMEN


Diseases of women : a clinical guide to their diagnosis and treatment / by George Ernest Herman. - Rev. ed. - London : Cassell, 1903. - 884p


WOMEN - BIBLIOGRAPHY - CATALOGS


WOMEN - CONDUCT OF LIFE


WOMEN - CRIMES AGAINST


WOMEN - DISEASES


WOMEN - DISEASES - HOMOEOPATHIC TREATMENT


WOMEN - EDUCATION - GREAT BRITAIN


WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT


WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT - GREAT BRITAIN - HISTORY - 19TH CENTURY


WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT - UNITED STATES


WOMEN - FINANCE, PERSONAL


WOMEN - GREAT BRITAIN


WOMEN - GREAT BRITAIN - HISTORY - 19TH CENTURY


WOMEN - HEALTH AND HYGIENE


What every girl should know / by Margaret Sanger. - London: Jonathon Cape, 1922. - 109p.


Plates in back pocket.


Lectures on health no.6: A lecture to women / by Lawson Tait. - [U.K.]: Birmingham and Midland Institute, [1883-?]. - 130p.

Advice to a wife on the management of her own health, and on the treatment of some of the complaints incidental to pregnancy, labour and suckling... / by Pye Henry Chavasse. - 7th ed. - London: John Churchill & Sons, 1864. - 227p.

The wife's domain / by Philothalos. - London: Churchill, 1860. - 162p


WOMEN - HEALTH AND HYGIENE - HISTORY - BIBLIOGRAPHY - CATALOGS

Accompanied by "Supplementary collection".

WOMEN - HISTORY


WOMEN IN GREAT BRITAIN


WOMEN IN MEDICINE - UNITED STATES - HISTORY


WOMEN - INDIA


WOMEN PHYSICIANS

WOMEN - PHYSIOLOGY


WOMEN - PSYCHOLOGY


WOMEN - SEXUAL BEHAVIOR


WOMEN - SOCIAL AND MORAL QUESTIONS


WOMEN - SOCIAL CONDITIONS


WOMEN TEACHERS - UNITED STATES


WOMEN - UNITED STATES - SOCIAL CONDITIONS

WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES - GREAT BRITAIN


WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES - SOCIAL ASPECTS - UNITED STATES - HISTORY


WOMEN'S HEALTH SERVICES - UNITED STATES - HISTORY


WOMEN'S RIGHTS


WOMEN'S RIGHTS - UNITED STATES - HISTORY


WORDS, OBSCENE - DICTIONARIES


Library's copy has a letter to Havelock Ellis from the author inserted

WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - HOSPITALS, CHARITIES, ETC


WORLD WAR, 1914-1918 - MORAL ASPECTS


WORLD WAR, 1939-1945 - MORAL ASPECTS


YALE UNIVERSITY


YOUNG WOMEN - LIFE SKILLS GUIDES


YOUTH - SEXUAL BEHAVIOR

Curtin Library Publications

Available from Sandra Malkin, Business Manager, T L Robertson Library, Curtin University of Technology, Kent Street, Bentley, WA 6102.

(All prices in Australian dollars excludes postage)

Exon, F.C.A. (1986), Survey of Australian Inter-Library Lending $48.00

Exon, F.C.A. (1986), A Preliminary Survey of Australian Inter-Library Lending $10.00


Hayward, B. (1985), The Reader at the Catalogue: An Observation of Catalogue Use at WAIT Library $5.00


Western Library Studies:


10. Zoll, I. (1989), The Development of the Book Trade in Western Australia 1829-1879. $25.00


8. Kelman, B. et. al. (1986), Information Use by Western Australian Business and Industry: The Business Information Research Project Survey $28.50